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Making a CD Drop Spindle
There are lots of websites which tell you how to make a cd dropspindle and there are
even videos that show you how to spin on spindles. Try them, they are lots of fun!
MATERIALS:
2 old/discarded cds (I have also done this with only 1 cd, and it still works, although it spins longer with
2)
1 3/8" diameter dowel (12" long)
1 eyehook- opened to make a hook or small cup hook
wood glue
1 rubber grommet with an inside diameter of 3/8" and an outer diameter of 5/8" - from the
electrical department in the hardware store
optional - 2 - 3/8" O-rings
TOOLS:
ice pick or drill and drill bit slightly smaller than the eyehook/cup hook
Needle-nose pliers
Pencil
Sandpaper
Sand the ends of the dowel so they're smooth. On one end of the dowel, mark the
center with a pencil. Make a starter hole in the dowel with an ice pick or drill a small hole. You
can put a drop of wood glue into the hole before you screw the hook into it. Open the eyehook
with the needle-nose pliers so that it creates a hook and then screw it into the dowel. Put the
two cd’s together and place the grommet in the hole. Put the recordable sides to the outside
make a prettier whorl.
Slide dowel onto cd/whorl. You can put the optional O-rings on either side of the cd to
help keep it in place, but sometimes the grommet is tight enough. I like the whorl near the top
where the hook is, so you can put it just about 2-3 inches from the top.
TO SPIN ON THE SPINDLE:
You will want a little bit of unspun fiber - wool, cotton, even those cosmetic puffs or
cotton balls will do to get you started!
simply catch a bit of the fiber in the metal hook and twist in a clockwise direction to
begin the spinning. You are ready to start spinning. Use the pictures to help as you read the
written instructions.
Decide whether you want to hold the unspun fiber in your right or left hand, and spin the
spindle with the opposite hand. See which is more comfortable for you. Hold the end of the
thread (and the unspun fiber should drape over the top of your hand and be held away from the
spinning thread so it will not tangle.) Suspend the drop spindle putting tension on the thread.
You will be able to spin a fairly fine thread with practice, but it must be strong enough to support
the weight of the spindle. Reach with your free hand and hold the bottom of the spindle, give it
a clockwise turn to start it spinning.
For beginners: After you give the spindle a good strong spin, and it has spun for several seconds, stop it and place it between your knees to keep it from going in the opposite
direction. Still holding tension on the thread use both hands to pull out the unspun fibers and
watch the twist move up to form thread. In the drafting, always pull your top hand up to maintain
tension on the newly spun thread. When the twisting stops moving up the thread, pinch it off

and give the spindle another good twist. You may have to unhook the thread and wind some of
the thread on the shaft of the spindle as explained below.
When you are more experienced: When you can spin a fairly uniform thread using the
method above, feel free to try the traditional drop spinning with the spindle suspended while
turning. Give the spindle a good firm turn and use both hands to draft out the fibers so that the
twist moves up the fibers forming thread.
Continue to spin until you have a small amount of the roving left in your hand. The
actual amount will be determined by the length of the fibers and the thickness of the thread you
are spinning. When you are ready to join on another piece of roving, allow the unspun fibers
from the thread to lay on top of the new roving and draw out the two sections together for a
smooth join.
Once the drop spindle either reaches the floor, if you are holding it between your knees
and have gone as far as your arms can reach, or you cannot keep it spinning, hold the thread
under tension and take the spindle in your free hand. Unhook the thread from the notch or
hook, and wind, clockwise, onto the shaft of the spindle evenly from the end closest to the whorl
out. You will form a cone shape in your windings. You then hook the thread back on the notch
or hook, leaving several inches of thread above the notch, and continue spinning.

Parts of the spindle

The assembled spindle

Catching the fiber and starting the twist

“Drafting”-pulling out the fibers as the twist
catches them before they tear apart.

Winding and starting again.

